Lessons taught separately to our Romans topic
will be:
 English
 Maths
 Science
 Computing
 PE
 Music
 RE
 PSHE

As mathematicians we will…
…recall and use multiplication and division facts for
the 3, 4 and 8 times tables
… develop our knowledge adding and subtracting
numbers with up to three digits, using formal
columnar addition and subtraction
…develop our knowledge multiplying and dividing
numbers with up to three digits, using more formal
written methods
…write and calculate mathematical statements for
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
using the multiplications we know, including for two
digit numbers times and divided by one digit
numbers
…solve problems; including missing number
problems, involving multiplication and division

As computer programmers we will…
… develop our coding skills using Code Studio
…ensure we are being safe online.
…use Top Trump It to create Top Trumps for Roman
Gods
…use Chatterbox to create a voice over for Caesar
…create a collage of Roman entertainment using
PicCollage.

As readers we will…
…make inferences based on the text we are reading
…examine and understand the meaning of vocabulary
in context
…retrieve answers to questions from fiction and nonfiction text
…summarise the key messages of a text
…make predictions about what may happen next in a
text
…continue to develop reading fluency
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As writers we will…
… consolidate and further develop our use of
dialogue punctuation
…learn about different determiners and how to
use them in our writing
… develop some cohesion between paragraphs
…use and spell common exception words in
independent writing
… write a range of fiction and non-fiction texts
linked to our class book including non-recounts,
diary entries and poetry

In PSHE we will…
…demonstrate the effects of saying sorry
…consider different ways to respond to scenarios
…demonstrate the benefits of letting go of hurt
…discuss how trust is built and betrayed
…recognise and challenge stereotypes

As scientists we will…
…name some common bones
…describe how muscles and tendons contract and
relax
…identify that humans have skeletons and
muscles for support, protection and movement
…know why we need different types of food to
stay healthy
…understand what makes a healthy lifestyle
…identify different food types

As athletes we will…
…develop running technique by adapting speed
and direction
…throw for distance and accuracy
…represent our house team in competitive
athletics
…use striking skills in golf for distance and
accuracy
…apply skills into game situations

As musicians we will…
…begin to read basic musical notation
…play short pieces on the glockenspiel with
accuracy and control
…compose and improvise simple melodies
…use ipads to compose and edit compositions
In RE we will…
…learn about the story of Moses

In our Rights Respecting Schools work we will…
…learn about Article 13: right to express opinions.

